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Every day, 55 million
photos are uploaded,
86.4 million comments are
posted, and 691.2 million
users like various photos
in their feeds on Instagram.



If your strategy includes 
marketing to anyone between 
the ages of 16 – 45, Instagram is 
kind of a big deal.



Are you using it effectively?



The Ultimate Guide to Instagram Marketing
1 Getting Started

Let’s setup an account!

2 Marketing Effectively on Instagram
Who’s doing it right and what they are doing.

3 Taking Your Instagram to the Next Level
User Generated Content, Hashtags, and more!



The first step in establishing your Instagram presence is creating your 
brand or organization’s profile through three main tasks:

Adding a Profile Picture

Writing a Bio

Connecting a Website

1 Getting Started



Adding a Profile Picture

Concept
The profile picture should be easily identified and 
representative of your organization, such as your logo. 

Strategy
Over time, people start to remember your profile picture when 
scanning through their feed and you want them to remember 
something that they see other places.



Writing a Bio

Concept
You have under 200 characters to tell the world:

• Why your Instagram page is worth following
• What you offer as a service or product

Strategy
Enhance your bio by encouraging users to share content 
relevant to your brand by using a specific hashtag.



Connecting a Website

Concept
It’s important that you have a call-to-action! You want your 
followers to find out as much as possible and your website 
should be an avenue in which that can take place.

Strategy
Ensure that your URL directs users to a mobile friendly site, as 
most traffic to Instagram happens through a mobile device.



Room for Improvement

Profile Picture
No Website No Brand Bio or 

Call to Action



Doing it Right

Profile Picture
Website Brand Bio + 

Call to Action



Doing it Right

Profile Picture Website
Brand Bio + 
Call to Action



Once you’ve created a profile, identify what types of posts your 
target audience will be interested in. There are four main categories
of posts proven to have success:

2 Marketing Effectively

Brand Centric Content

Reactive Storytelling

Behind the Scenes Content

Inspirational Posts



Brand Centric Content

Concept
Organizations who use Instagram must understand the 
importance of brand storytelling. 

Strategy
Whether you use photos of what your organization does, what 
you can do, or what people might be interested in about your 
organization – to use Instagram effectively, you need showcase 
what you have to offer. 



Room for Improvement



Doing it Right



Doing it Right



Reactive Storytelling

Concept
Reactive storytelling leverages a human truth, timely event or 
unique insight to generate immediate feedback from their 
target audience.

Strategy
Combine a top of the mind story (i.e. something happening in 
the news) with a compelling spin on your marketing message 
and you will get a story worth sharing. 



Doing it Right
Police Department’s Lip Sync Challenge

National
Recognition

Viral Post

https://www.instagram.com/p/BnesOjKlE2C/?tagged=lipsyncchallenge


Behind the Scenes Content

Concept
People are looking for transparency and an inside look at how 
things are built or done within your organization.

Strategy
The internet has made secrets a thing of the past. 
Organizations are now looking at how they can be more 
authentic, as its what people are asking for.



Doing it Right



Doing it Right



Inspirational Posts

Concept
As municipalities, sparking emotions in your residents is the 
most effective way to drive shares, likes, comments, and a 
connection with your brand.

Strategy
The key is to recognize what will resonate with your audience 
and then deliver that in an interesting or unique way.



Doing it Right



Doing it Right



Doing it Right



Now that your brand has developed a relationship with your 
audience, users will be more inclined to like, comment and share 
your images. But how can you take it to the next level?

3 Taking it to the Next Level

User Generated Content

Use Hashtags

Have a Call to Action on Images



User Generated Content

Concept
When users create content that is associated with a brand, 
that content combines with other stories to develop an 
overarching brand story.

Strategy
Contests on Instagram are user generated content directly 
influenced by the organization, but done so in a unique and 
compelling way. 



Visit Stillwater



Visit Stillwater



Use Hashtags on Instagram
Concept
Hashtags present a great opportunity to broaden the reach of 
your images. 

Strategy
Organizations need to think about what hashtags are relevant 
to the different images they share and how they can leverage 
existing and trending hashtags for a wider reach.



Doing it Right



Doing it Right



Have a Call to Action on Images

Concept
Instead of making the call to action in the text description that 
is associated with the image, many brands are including the 
call to action directly in the visual.

Strategy
Ex: Give users a this or that choice and then ask them to “like” 
for this or “comment” for that.



Almost There



Almost There



Doing it Right



Doing it Right



A Few More Tips
• Use apps to help with posts – most are free! 
• Sprout Social – scheduling posts
• Canva – creative, easy design
• Piktochart – easy infographics
• Boomerang – “bite-sized” video similar to GIF

• Don’t be afraid to share content – but give credit where it’s due
• Favorite sharing app: Repost

• Have Fun! 
• Not all posts can be fun, but when they can, don’t hesitate

• Tag whoever is in your photos, so they can help spread the word! 



It’s important to identify and 
analyze your overarching 
digital and social media plan to 
determine whether or not 
Instagram is a good fit for your 
organization and your 
audience.



Push yourself to be innovative
and think outside the box. 
Create compelling content and 
don’t believe that what others 
have done must be replicated.


